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Dildos and harnesses are purchased and used worldwide by a wide range of people - women and

men; singles and couples; gay, straight, and bi. The Ultimate Guide to Strap-on Sex explains how to

choose and use these sex aids and includes ways to enhance sexual experiences. The author

weaves quotes from her workshop students throughout the informal, humorous text.
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This is the first book I've read that I have learned some neat tricks from. My relationship with my

honey was hitting a dry spell and we needed more ideas. The ideas were refreshing, new, and gave

a lot of insight. I found myself saying Hallelujah several times. The only part of the book that I

disliked was that it didn't tell about rashes and what to do with them. Yet, I would still recommend

this book to any couple who want to have fun while "floozing."

... a great read!Fairy Butch has a witty and generous approach to sex education that takes the

stigma out of learning new things. First, the book humourously orients you to the basics, thoroughly

covering myths, anatomy, tools of the trade, and care of those tools.I found the ensuing chapters to

be extremely inventive; they included loads of tips, and deviant concepts to interest even the

seasoned strapper. Chapters on sexual imagination and communication round this book out as

more than just an in and out 'how to' manualI liked that Fairy Butch spoke to an audience of all

genders and orientations (I was quite tittilated reading handy hints for heterosexual strappers). The

book really gave me a great sense of community, which, in this society, is priceless.The Ultimate



guide to Strap on Sex is nearly 200 pages long. It's sexy, fun, and a great read - I couldn't put it

down (in fact, I ploughed right through it).

Karlyn Lotney, aka Fairy Butch, has deployed hir extensive experience as a columnist to write this

book. I decided to buy the book after spending a weekend reading Fairy Butch archives on [...]

Sadly, the book didn't go far beyond what I had already read, much of it is reproduced verbatim from

hir column. For those of you out there low on cash, I recommend reading hir column archives and

forgetting this book.That said, if you aren't low on cash or want a handy reference without having to

read multiple screens worth of information it's quite lovely. Illustrations would be useful, though,

especially in the discussion of positions, a discussion that I think there could be more of! The main

thing I took away from this book was to relax, go for it, don't worry, it'll be excellent. And it was

excellent, so it seems to have done its job!

In 13 chapters Karlyn Lotney, otherwise known as Fairy Butch, gives us a good guide on how to use

strapons. The focus is on women so there isn't so much really enough about men to call it "the

ultimate". While there are some images there need to be more to help those trying to figure how to

use them and especially on the positions you can use because a strapon is never in the same

position as biological penis. A good book to help someone start out and feel more comfortable. It

even includes very rare topics such as clit pumping. "101 Sex Toys" is a better guide to dildos and

the equipment but this is a good solid place to start exploring strapons.

I was very disappointed by the lack of useful information in this book. Nothing was presented that

you couldn't find with a simple key word search of the internet. I had hoped for useful suggestions,

interesting insight, maybe some tips for making the experience more enjoyable. Instead it read like a

glossary of the toys. If you already know what hardware there is available this book won't be much

help. It didn't even have suggestions about which toy might be superior for which purpose. I was

hoping for a more comprehensive treatment of the act and how it could enhance the bond between

my lover and myself. This book was more like an quick overview stretched out for 100 pages. There

was great potential in this often unexplored topic but the book decided not to delve into it.

Karlyn Lotney has written a deeply informative and often hilarious manual on strap-on sex. She has

found a way to write about sex that is neither alienating nor condescending. Everyone will feel

welcomed by this friendly neighborhood sexpert. I don't know how she managed to make a 170



page book on dildos so compelling, but she did it!
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